SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY

Associated Business Student Council

2012-2013

Outstanding Faculty Advisor Award

The Outstanding Faculty Advisor Award is presented to an advisor that goes above and beyond by demonstrating: **Mentorship and Accessibility to his/her student organization, as well as being a Respected Contributor to the College of Business Administration.** This award will be presented at the **Future Rising Business Leaders Awards Ceremony** on **Friday, April 19th, 2013**.

All applications must be completed according to the following instructions:

- All attachments must be typed
- Include only activities between August 2012 and May 2013
- Label each attachment with section name and number
- Submit your application to the Business Advising Center (**EBA 448**) by **Monday, February 25th** to **Heather LaPerle before 5pm.**
Please provide answers to the following:

1. Tell us about the qualities your advisor possesses that makes him or her respected by their student organization and/or by the College of Business Administration.

2. Describe a specific time when your advisor went above and beyond in mentorship for one of your organizations members.

3. Provide a short story (in 100 words or less) of a time your advisor went out of his or her way to be readably available to assist you.